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By American Machinist Magazine.

Lindsay Publications, 2003. Condition: New. Reprint of vintage magazine articles from American
Machinist. Large format paperback, 160 pages packed with photos, drawings and much small print.
"Explore the shops of Crane, Winton, Hupp, Studebaker, Cadillac, White, Pierce-Arrow, Ford and
others. Watch as workmen lift a Model "T" block into an upside down drill press and with one pull of
the handle drill all the holes for main bearing caps. Watch as bar stock is cut, bent into horseshoes
and magnetized to become the "T" magneto. Watch as 95 tubes are quickly assembled into a "T"
Radiator. You'll watch workman in Birmingham England ram up molds and pour aluminum into
them to create crankcases for Daimler engines. You'll explore the machine that takes a roll of flat
stock and creates radiator tubes with both circular and oval cross-sections, and does it fast! See
how wire wheels were made. You'll see the countless work benches where gangs of men assembled
"T" engines before the assembly line was installed. You'll watch as the main bearings in a Pierce-
Arrow block were line-reamed rather than hand-scraped as before. You'll see workmen putting
wooden wheels on the rear axle of a White touring car, and dual...
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A must buy book if you need to adding benefit. It can be rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Its been designed in an remarkably simple way
and it is only after i finished reading this publication by which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Ms. Julie Huels-- Ms. Julie Huels

Completely among the finest publication I have got possibly read through. It really is rally exciting throgh reading through period. You are going to like
how the writer compose this publication.
-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD-- Modesta  Sta m m  PhD
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